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Rest assured – it's a ResMed mask!

People around the world benefit from ResMed's expertise

in mask technology developed over a decade of leadership

and innovation. 

Mirage Vista brings you the best of ResMed Mirage

Cushion Technology. The soft, dual-wall cushion reduces

pressure on the nasal bridge and maintains seal even when

you turn over or move during sleep.

You may be a first-time or an experienced CPAP user.

Whatever your situation, the Mirage Vista gives you the

assurance of a ResMed mask with unique new features to

improve your treatment.

New Mirage Vista Mask

• One Snap Elbow

easy and convenient

• Set & Forget Headgear

no readjustment needed

• Mirage Cushion Technology

soft but with optimum seal

• Fit Angle Selector

fine-tuning for every face

• Easy-Lock Parts

easier handling

• Forehead Support Eliminated

Good View. Great Feeling.

Caution: In the USA, federal law restricts this device to sale by, or on order of, a physician.



The One Snap Elbow makes

attachment and detachment of

the mask and the air tubing

quick and easy.  This is especially

convenient when you need to visit

the rest room at night—just

detach the elbow from the mask before

you go and snap it on again when you 

return to bed.

Looks better, feels better 

Mirage Vista looks as good as it feels. 

The streamlined design follows your facial

contours and leaves the upper areas of

your face open. Doing away with the

forehead support means doing away with

marks or sores on the forehead too! 

"Easy-to-use" just got easier

Mirage Vista is not just user-friendly; 

it actually cares for your needs. Just like

the One Snap Elbow, the Set & Forget

Headgear with Stabilizing Panels is the

first of its kind. Once fitted, it stays fitted

—eliminating the need for disassembly and

re-adjustment after each use. 

Mirage Vista is designed with easy-lock parts

and more preassembled parts. Even if your

vision is no longer 20/20, or if your fingers

aren’t quite as nimble as you may want

them to be, you will find the Mirage Vista

easier to put on, take off, clean, and handle

than other masks.

New Mirage Vista™—Good view. Great feeling.

Choosing the right mask is a vital step to successful CPAP

therapy. You need a mask that gives you reliable

performance along with a pleasant, comfortable experience. 

ResMed introduces the Mirage Vista. This unique nasal mask

brings you the renowned performance of ResMed masks in

an unobtrusive, streamlined design. 

A pleasant bedtime story 

Mirage Vista eliminates bulky forehead supports. Instead,

stability is provided by the unique headgear design.  With

this revolutionary change, the Mirage Vista allows a clear

field of vision and a feeling of freedom. 

This also enables you to wear your mask during normal

bedtime activities such as watching TV or reading. And if you

need to wear glasses, you can. After all, CPAP therapy is

meant to enhance your lifestyle, not to disrupt it.

Watching TV or reading is easy 
with the Mirage Vista

Comfortable yet stable 
—a great night’s sleep for everyone

One Snap Elbow

Set & Forget Headgear

Fit Angle Selector

Customized comfort & performance 

Along with a choice of cushion sizes, Mirage Vista has a 

Fit Angle Selector to provide a customized fit. 

This adjustable mechanism offers five mask positions on

each side to fit the mask at the angle most comfortable for

you. In addition to comfort, a better fit also means better

seal and effective performance. 


